
The deadline for Prom payments has been extended to Friday 18th March. 
Thanks go to alumnus student Anastasia Walker for her masterclass on
Studying Medicine. Ana is a 4th year student at the University of Sheffield and
is currently working on paediatric orthopaedic surgery research. 
Covid -19 numbers are increasing again in the building. Please remember to
lateral flow test twice weekly to help us prevent disruption to learning.
We are reaching out to parents who would be happy to talk to students about
their career. Please get in touch with us by email at
l.macaulay@lifesciencesutc.co.uk
We will be celebrating British Science Week this week, resources for families
to explore will be shared on Facebook

NOTES FOR PARENTS: 
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Year 11 Prom will take place on 7th July at the Marriot Hotel.
Year 13 Prom will take place on 30th June at the Marriot Hotel.

STUDENT LEADERSHIP TEAM
The Student Leaders took part in School’s Parliament Liverpool on Tuesday afternoon, virtually debating with
other schools how we can help make our city safer for young people. On Wednesday, a number of our
student leaders met with visiting head teachers to tell them about all the experiences that they have here! 

We are also working towards planning the proms and have extended the deadline date to Friday for prom
deposit payments. Prom is a non refundable £19 deposit to secure your place and then a further £19. If you
have 96% attendance or more between now and the exam period then half of your prom money will be
refunded to you! Please note, the prom is a fully supervised event by staff and parents are welcome to drop
off and collect their children from the hotel themselves. 

 

Better late than never with our update for last week, but we did have a wonderful trip to London
which filled our days on Thursday and Friday. It was a fantastic opportunity to explore some amazing
exhibitions and enjoy the sights. The students were an absolute credit to their families, and it was a
joy to spend so much time with them. Read on to find out more about our time away, and of course
all the other happenings in the CUC Building...

WORD OF THE WEEK -
MAGNANIMOUS
Meaning: Someone
who is noble, generous,
tolerant and forgiving
Usage: The team leader
was chosen for the best
employee award
because she is
considered to be
magnanimous by many
of them.

Year 12 Visit to London
At an unreasonable time on Thursday morning, a group of Year 12 students boarded a coach to London.
This is one of the first big adventures we have been able to enjoy since the pandemic changed our ways and
it was wonderful to be able to head off to explore some pastures new. The group divided at our first stop,
Bletchley Park - famous for its role in deciphering enemy messages, Alan Turing and the enigma code.
Students had the opportunity to test their brains in cracking codes and explored the beautiful site to learn
about its role in the World Wars and the development of modern computing. The rest of the group travelled
on to London to participate in a Centre of the Cell exhibition at St Marys. They then had the opportunity to
explore the Florence Nightingale Museum to learn more about the history of medicine and nursing. We
were definitely inspired by Florence Nightingale and it felt like a great way to celebrate International
Women's Month. After dinner in Covent Garden, we journeyed back to our hotel for the night. 
On Friday, we headed over to the Science Museum in South Kensington. There were some incredible
exhibitions and something to interest students of all specialisms. We explored the history of medicine,
aircraft design, the information age and the beautiful forms found in maths. We genuinely could have spent
all day learning. We then travelled by coach to the East End of London for a Jack the Ripper walking tour.
This was a fascinating, if not gruesome way to spend the rest of our final day. We then hopped back on our
coach for a well deserved rest, and a rather long drive back up the motorway to Liverpool. Students had a
wonderful time, and were wonderful ambassadors to both the schools and their families. Thanks go to the
staff who organised and joined the visit for their enthusiasm and support in making this happen.



Year 11 are continuing with PPEs this week. In engineering, Year 11 have been
working on adding section and detail views to their technical drawings to maximise
their grades in the run up to final assessments. Joe Armbruster has spent the
weekend developing some BAC images for Forza 4, as he is a bit excited about visiting
them with Autodesk on Thursday. A reminder that Art, Graphics and Photography will
be running intervention every Thursday 4 -5 for Year 11 students.

CUC6 Pathways and Projects

Games Design - Louis, Kimberley, Suzanne, Joseph, James, Adeoluwa and Thomas
from Year 12 and 13 have taken the next step in preparing for their three-day remote
experience at Industrial Light and Magic. This week they have had their introduction
meetings, signed their NDAs and met up online for the first time.

Creatives - This week we held the first meeting with our Art Ambassadors. Students
were absolutely buzzing after their first sessions and we look forward to working with
them throughout the year on developing the creative in the CUC building. This week
we held another Art Club ran by Fact Liverpool, the focus of the session was on
developing 3D face filters that can be used on apps. 

Ignite  - In English, students continued with crime writing and used Roald Dahl’s Lamb to the Slaughter as inspiration
for their own piece of viewpoint writing. Historians focused on the Dunkirk Evacuation. In Studio enrichment, students
have been finishing off their board games and have started to focus in on gameplay. Some interesting ideas but more
importantly some really good teamwork. In Studio PBL, we started looking at code and seeing which students could
understand the logic of what was happening in their games. Some of these students will now start moving onto coding
in Unreal, one of the games industry standard 3D game engines. 

Year 10  - In Engineering, students have been continuing to plan the making of their laryngoscope projects. In English,
students have continued with their study of An Inspector Calls and focused on the themes of Capitalism and Socialism
within the play. In Studio PBL, our Genealogy project is continuing. Students have shared some amazing stories about
their family members, and we have had great discussions about the differences between famous and infamous people.
The students are rightly very proud of the work they have been doing. So far, we have discovered links to a famous
English composer, a 15th century Scottish Lord who was beheaded, a Golden globe winning actor, a famous cyclist, and
an illegal whisky maker! In Studio we enrichment we are making slow progress on our GoKart project. We managed to
get power to the karts but then burned through some cable. A little more work required before we can get the karts out
racing but it looks like the end is in sight (hopefully!).

Biologists - Year 12 participated in a Biology in Action event this week. They learnt about evolution with Dr Helen
Pilcher, marine biology with Helen Scales, how to cure aging with Andrew Steele and had the chance to prep for exam
success with Leah McClure. This was a thought provoking day with lots of links to the A Level biology curriculum to
support students’ classroom learning.
 
Chemists - Year 12 enjoyed their day of Chemistry In Action learning about lateral flow tests and how they can tackle
health inequalities with Alex Baker, the periodic table of the oceans with Kate Hendry, a chemical oceanographer and
nanoparticles with Dr Jamie Gallagher – one of the UK’s 100 leading practising scientists as recognised by the Science
Council. They had the opportunity to ask questions and practice exam skills with Dr Peter Hoare, an A Level Chemistry
examiner. 

Engineers - Year 12 have been continuing with their CAD projects as well as getting ready for the launch of 5 minute
CAD that will be used by lots of other UTCs across the UK watch this space!

Studio EPQ -  Year 12 are in the middle of their 2nd milestone and deliverables and are starting to understand the
value of working in an Agile development way. It helps with their planning, tracking progress and thinking about each
task they do and how it relates to their overall project. Year 13 are in the final phase of our EPQ reviews with only a few
students left to present their projects. The quality and variety of projects remains very high and it is always great to see
students reflect on their own work and get feedback from their peers.

Additive Manufacturing Training  - A group of 10 students from across years 9, 10 and 12 have joined an additive
manufacturing course as part of the Emerging Skills Project (ESP). This is a pilot programme forming part of the UK
Government’s transformation of further and technical education in England. 


